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Who is the physicist that was the 
first Japanese to win a Nobel Prize?

① Hideyo Noguchi 

② Hideki Yukawa

③ Shibasaburo Kitasato

④ Shinichiro Tomonaga
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③ kaokigō [face symbols]
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③ National

④ SHARP
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① for war
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④ substitute for a dead child

In the cartoon "Tetsuwan Atomu [Astro Boy],"
what was the original reason for creating Astro 
Boy?
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When was Doraemon, the robotic cat
who traveled back from the future, born?
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In the anime "Kidō Senshi Gundam," what 
are the robots that were designed to fight in 
wars called?

① Armanoid

② Heavy Metal

③ MagnaGuard

④ Mobile Suit
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What do you call the system of paying 
money by touching an IC card such as Edy, 
SUICA, or WAON on a card reader?
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② denki money

③ denshi money

④ denka money
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that runs through the Odaiba area of Tokyo?
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② no driver

③ move by the energy of water

④ in operation 24 hours a day
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[The International Exposition]" held in 
1985?
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④ warmed seat

Which of the following functions is not
actually found in Washlet?
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appliances included in the so-called "three 
status symbols" in postwar Japan?
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② a television

③ a washing machine

④ a refrigerator
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③ Hatsune Miki
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